Gymnastics.	7
By the time the fourteenth year was completed, the
Greek boy would have begun to devote himself seriously
to the practice of athletics. The ardour shown in their
pursuit by the Greeks and Romans is often used as an
argument for our exaggerated devotion to them at the
present day. There is no doubt that by this double
attention to the welfare of mind and body, the Greeks
became the most beautiful as well as the most gifted of
mankind. *iBut it is a question whether in our modern
race after cups and colours we are following the Greeks
at all, and not rather the factions of the Roman circus
and the corruption of the lower Empire. Much as the
Greeks prized athletic distinction, they held professional
athletes in very little honour. They would have regarded
with contempt a gentleman who thought it a desirable ob-
ject in life to be a prize-fighter, a gamekeeper, or a coach-
man. The antagonism between work and games was a
practical difficulty to them as it is to us. It was indeed in
the palaestra that Socrates found his readiest hearers and
Dispensed his abstrusest lore. Can we imagine a dia-
logue such^as the Thesetetus being held in an English
cricket ground, with the players waiting for their innings ?
But Euripides denounces the race of athletes in strong
language, and there are other signs that in his time the
danger of their excessive cultivation was being recognised.
The enthusiasm shown by Homer and Pindar for bodily
strength had become weaker in the days of Pericles.
The Greeks did not think, as we are apt to do, that
athletics are the best guarantee for manliness of cha-
racter and the best safeguard against effeminacy. They
knew that the mind and body cannot be profitably
exercised at the same time, and that the mind and not
the body is the seat of the higher aspirations. The
Spartans, whose name has become proverbial for hardi-

